
A Single Element Delta Loop
Antenna for 15 and 20 Meters
BY HARRY K. BOURNE. ZL101

M any amateurs living in urban areas are frus
trated by their inability to erect a Vagi beam or a
quad owing to space or height limitations, or
aesthetic co nsiderations. In such a situation I have
obtained considerable success on the 14 and 21
MHz bands with a wire delta loop antenna. one
which is efficient, unobtrusive, has a low wind
resistance and is light in weight. This type of an
tenna is much simpler to construct tha n a quad
as the supporti ng structure is less elaborate, and
it is less susceptible to wind damage. The delta
loop antenna has an advantage over a dipole for
OX transmission as it produces a strong lobe of
radiation at a low angle even when mounted close
to the ground. Although it will perform well at a
low mounting height, as in any other antenna, the
performance wi ll improve with height.

When a delta loop anten na is close to the grou nd
its operating performance depends on interference
between the direct radiation and that reflected from
the ground, so that for maximum efficiency, the
sur rounding ground should have good conductivity.
If the ground conditions are not good, the perte r
mance of the antenna may be degraded to some
extent. Any obstructions around the antenna may
distort the directional pattern and attenuate the
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Fig . l-A Delta loop, base down. It may also be fed
directly with coaxial cabfe.
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low angle radiation and thus degrade the per
formance.

Two possible configurations of the delta loop
antenna are shown in figs. 1 and 2. In fig. 1, the
simplest arrangement, the antenna, constructed
entirely of wire, requires only a single central sup
port, which may be a mast or tree. Good low angle I
radiation characteristics are obtained by feeding
the antenna at one end of the base. The impedance
of the loop is approximately 100 ohms and it may
be fed wi th 75 ohm coaxial cable without introduc
ing a serious mismatch, the shield of the cable
being connected to the base of the delta. The base I
should be not less than ten feet above the ground
and should be higher than trees or other obstruc
tions around the antenna.

The co nfigu ration of fig. 2 is to be preferred in
locations where there are obstructions near the
antenna which might attenuate the low angle radia
tion. In this case the delta is reversed, with the
base at the top. Again. the antenna may be con
st ructed entirely of wire and may be supported
between two masts or trees. However it is more
convenient to use a base consisting of a boom of
aluminum tubing which may be supported from
the center from a single mast. as shown in fig . 3.
The antenna may be rotated by swinging the boom
around. A strong lobe of low angle radiation is
obtai ned by feed ing the antenna at the vertex.
which is at the bottom, an arrangement which is
very convenient as the antenna need be lowered
only a few feet to make the feed point accessible
from the ground and to enable the length to be
trimmed to obtain resonance.

This form of the antenna may also be fed with
75 or 52 ohm coax ial cable. If 52 ohm cable is
used, minimum e.w.r. may be obta ined by insert ing
a quarter wavelength matching section of 75 ohm
twin lead between the loop and the coaxial cable.
However this is not essential, as even with direct
feed by 52 ohm coaxial cable, the s.w. r. is ac
ceptably low. This antenna is balanced with respect
to ground, and it should be connected to the co
axial feeder through a 1 : 1 balun to preserve
symmetry and avoid distortion of the radiation
pattern.



The writer has tested both configurations, and in
his particular location he has found that of fig . 2
to be the better, probably owing to its greater ef
fective height as the center of area and the posi
tions of the current maxima are higher above the
ground, and screening from surrounding trees and
foliage is reduced. In the fig . 1 configuration, the
base of the antenna was below the trees and these
caused distortion of the radiation pattern and at
tenuated the radiation to some extent.

A single element delta loop for operation on 14
and 21 MHz bands, with the base-up configuration,
has given better results in both transmission and
reception than those obtained with any other single
element antenna tested by the writer . The arrange
ment used at ZL101 for the 14 and 21 MHz delta
loop is shown in fig . 3. The antenna is supported
by a 32 foot high water pipe mast. A boom of
aluminum tubing 26 feet long forms the top section
or base of the delta for 14 MHz, and the two sides
are of wire hanging from the ends of the boom
to form a V. The delta loop tor 21 MHz. made of

freg. Base" Sides Match . Secr.t
(MHz) (It.) (It .) (It.)

14 .050 26' 22'9- 14'6 -
21.100 16'6 - 15'6- 9'6-
28. 100 12'9 · 11'6 - 7'3"

"Aluminum tubing telescoping from 1 inch diameter
through :114 - 10 ~ - diameter.

t75 ohm twin lead,

Table I-Dimensions for Delta Loop Antenna

wire. is mounted inside the 14 MHz loop and is
supported from it with insulators at the top co rners.
Either loop may be connected through a coaxial
switch to a sing le 52 ohm coax ial feeder, or each
may be connected to its own separate feeder. with
a 1 : 1 balun co nnected between the loop and the
feeder, or between the feeder and the end of the
twin lead matching section if one is used. The
writer has used lighting cable,' which is light in
weight and flexible, for the V section of the antenna.
The delta loop has a relatively broad bandwidth so
that quite thin wire may be used without sacrificing
bandwidth.

Although a wooden mast rather than a metal one,
is probably to be preferred to avoid distorting the
directional characteristics of the antenna. the writer
has not observed any adverse effects from using a
metal mast, probably due to the fact that the an
tenna is symmetrical with respect to the mast and
to the ground.

The dimension s of the antenna elements for
operation at the low frequency end of the bands
are given in Table I. The tuning of the full wave

'In the U.S, this material is otter referred to as " zip
cord."

Fig . 2-The Delta loop shown base up.

loop is relatively broad and its approximate length
may be calculated from the formula

L _ 1005
f

where f is the frequency in MHz and L is the length
in feet. The three sides of the delta may be made
equal in length, but if it is desired to increase the
height of the feed point above the ground, the
base of the delta may be made slightly longer than
that of the two sides as shown by Table I.

The sides should initially be cut a littl e longer
than that indicated by calculation so that they may
be trimmed 10 resonate at the desi red frequency.
Resonance may be measured by joining the ends
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Fig . 3-A 14121 MHz Delta loop antenna . Dimensions 01
the loops are shown in Table I. A matching sec tion

may be used instead 01 the 75 ohm twin lead.
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of the loop through a two turn co il which may be
coupled to a grid dip oscillator. The length may be
finall y adjusted to give minimum s.w.r. at the re
qui red operating frequency. The s.w.r. may be
measured at the transmitter end of the feeder if
the length of the feeder is a multiple of half a
wavelength. This will ensure that the s.w.r. will
be the same as that obtained by measuring it at
the antenna end of the feeder.

With such poor conditions prevail ing recently on
the 28 MHz band, no provision has been made for
operating on this band. However the 14 MHz loop
will resonate as a 2 loop on 28 MHz. Tests made
by the writer show that the antenna loads up well
on this frequency but no opportunity has yet arisen
to test the antenna properly on this band. If desi red ,
an additional full wave loop for 28 MHz may be
mounted inside the 21 MHz loop and fed by a
separate feeder as before. Suitable dimensions
for this loop are given in Table I. The resonant
frequency may be affected slightly by the proximity
of the 21 and 28 MHz loops so that the lengths
may require slight adjustment.

The delta loop is bidirectional, with a front to
side ratio of about 9 db and it should therefore be
oriented in the desired direction. Two mutually
perpendicular directions are generally satisfactory
in practice, and these may be obtained by swinging
the boom around by light cords attached to it. At
the location of ZL101 in Auckland, New Zealand,
the antenna is oriented to give radiation to the
northeast for North America, and to the northwest
for Europe.

Good OX results have been obta ined on the 14
and 21 MHz bands. Direct comparisons have been
made on hundreds of contacts by switching over
between the delta loop and a quarter wave vertical
ground plane antenna used as a standard. An im
provement of 3 to 6 db in signal strength is gen
erally obtained in transmission and reception using
the delta loop, the actual gain depending on pre
vailing propagation conditions which affect the
radiation angle and the angle or arrival of the
received signals. Results also appear to depend
to some extent on the type of antenna used at the
distant station.

On reception, background noise from man-made
and power tine interference is much less than that
received on the inherently noisy vertical antenna.
The amount of reduction depends on the nature of
the interference. It is quite common to find that
signals which are unreadable when using the verti
cal antenna, may be copied with ease with the
del ta loop. The directional propert ies of the delta
loop are also advantageous in red ucing interfer
ence from directions other than from that of the
desired signal.

(continued on page 68)
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MICROCOMPUTER DICTIONARY
AND GUIDE

These texts also available from technical
book stores and selected electronic
distributors.

By Chari•• J . Sippi

Contains comprehensive sections on (1) w hat's
avai lable in programmable calculators in to
day's market - including comparisons (2) how
to use most units ranging in price f rom $50
to $3000 (3) a 5000 term dictionary section
relating to calculators.

Programmable calculators are now the key
board computers for the masses - easi ly
understood and usable by anyone who knows
the terminology - students. businessmen, pro
fessionals. etc. How ever, you would be wise
to buy a calcula tor ONLY A FTER READI NG
THIS BOOK! 4 50 pages in all. Price: $9.95

Cheri•• J . Sippi and David Kldd

This new microcomputer dictionary fills the
urgent need for all communications people,
computer people, engineers. scientists and in 
dustria lists to become quickly fami liar with
the terminology and nomenclature in a new
revolution in co mputer control capabilities.

Over 8000 defini tions and explanations of
terms and concepts (704 pages) relating to
microprocessors. microcomputers and micro
controllers . There are also separate appendices
on : programmable calcu lators; math and sta 
tistics definitions; f lowchart symbols and tech
niques; binary number systems and switching
theory; symbol charts and tables; summaries
of BASIC FORTRAN and APL.ln addition there
is a comprehensive electronics /computer ab
breviations and acronyms section.

Pr ice: $17.95

CALCULATORS USER'S GUIDE
AND DICTIONARY

I MATRIX PUBLISHERS, INC. I
D ep t . co. 20 7 Ken yo n Rd . C ha m paign. IL 61820 I

I Please send me booktsj checked below under your 15 dayI no risk Irial guaranlee. If payment accompanies order. we I
pay all shipping and handling charges. (Ill . cuslomers addI 5% sales laK) I

I I
I I
I I
I I
I Z;p I
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I talk Ipower

I DY7PL I
I~L lor an Economy Price? III THAT'S RIGHT !
I int" ducl nC the ECONO-L1NE I
I Model Input Output Typical Frequency Price I

702 5.20W So.90W 10inflOout 143_149 MH ;r $139.00
1 702B 1_4W 60.80W I in/lOGyl 143-149 MH z $ 169.00 I
I Now gel TPL COMMUNICATIONS quality and I
•

reliability at an economy price. The new Econcr •
Line gives you everything tnat you've come to

I expect from TPL at a real cost reduction. The I
latest mechanical and electronic construction

•
techniCf,J8s combine to make the Econo-Line I
your best amplifier value. UniCfJ8 broad-candI circuitry requires no tuning throughout the I
entire 2-Meter band and adjacent MARS chanI nels. See these great new additions to theTPL I

•
COMMUNICATIONS product line at your favorite •
amateur radio dealer.

•
For p.ic.s and sp.cificatians pl ..as .. writ. fa' aur I
Ama'..ur Producls Summary.

•

~
FCC "p. a cup••d paw. , amp' d ,••••100 •

~
Goa" "'• . P '.u. ca n o ". la •• UPt

I 01 TPl · . Co........ . ,.1 P .o<Iu Sum.......' . I
COMMUNICAtiONS INC .

•

13Z•• • rse r .. S T" G A IiIOE .... . CA 1I0Z. 7 ' Z UI Sll·II"" I
~ AC I "._l..,..~y..~__.. ",r J I . O"".. MlJ ••

L;~~~~-~~~~~: I
MOUNTIE PROTECTS
YOUR FM RADIO!

Model
6190
with plug-in
connector

Rete il Price

$29.95
_ .... -. I '11

Mountie, a new locking mount tor CB and HAM
radios, fastens securely to your car floor or car
hump ... resists theft. Kit includes complete
mounting hardware.

* 2'piece unit labricated Irom * For ntra protection , radio unit
heav~'gauge sleel unlocks and slides out euil~

* Heav~-duty 6·tumbler lock, * Special inlerlod design 01slides
key operated resists Iift-oul. even it sides

are sprunt* Locking hook holds unit securely
in position when locked * Available with plug·in connectol

* Fits mMI tB "dios havil1l agold· plated contacts

A Single Element Delta Loop (from page 24)

This term of antenna offers some scope for
further experimentation. For example it would be a
simple matter to support a second loop behind the
driven element to act as a reflector with a con
sequent improvement in gain and directivity. This
would be particularly simple with the fig. 1 con
figuration but could also be used in the fig. 2 con
figuration without difficulty.

It may be of interest to note that in the writer's
case the mast which supports the 20 and 15 meter
delta loops also lorms the cent ral support for 80
and 40 meter inverted V dipoles fed from a single
52 ohm cable, so that all the antennas for bands
from 80 to 10 meters are accommodated on one
mast and fit into a small suburban garden.

There is no doubt that the delta loop antenna can
provide a marked improvement in communication,
both in transmission and reception. The antenna
is very inexpensive, light in weight, has a low wind
resistance, is unobtrusive in appearance and uses
readily available materials. It provides strong low
angle radiation even when mounted near the
ground and the noise level in reception is low. This
form of antenna is particularly suitable in locations
in which the normal type of beam may not be
erected. •

CO Reviews: The Horizon 2 (from page 30)

mechanic adjust the voltage regulator. Years ago
most regulators could be adjusted with a screw
driver, but in the interest of economy (?) this feature
has been eliminated and it is now necessary to bend
the contacts carefully to achieve the desired charg
ing voltage.

Conclusions
The Horizon 2 is an " honest" transceiver. Straight

forward design and good components result in ex
cellent performance. The lack of a meter to indicate
received signal strength , relative power output or re
ceive frequency deviation may be a negative factor
for some operators. The lack of these provisions
stems no doubt from the transceivers heritage, the
land mobile and marine radio services. There is a
red LED to indicate when the unit is in the transmit
mode.

Standard does not advertise a lis t price, but the
unit sells for under $300.00 with microphone, mount
ing bracket and crystals for 146.94 MHz (simplex),
146.52 MHz (simplex) and 146.16 MHz/146.76 MHz
(repeater) . _

Wrile today for full details and pr-M:es.

"
a product of ~
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ELECTRONICS DlV.
MAGNI ·PoWER CO.
P.O. 80. 122 Wooster. Ohio 44691

Putting the MAW on 2 (from page 37)

Adjust C-101 to C-110 for maximum. This will be only
one or two divisions. Next peak C-116 to C-125. Set
the alignment switch to normal and S-101 to off.

The set is now ready for operation. Since this set


